
ZUBRI HEATER

Remove heater parts & 
reflector from packaging.

Have one person hold heater horizontally and the second person slide the reflector over the stem at the top. 
Turn the latch sideways and tighten until snug against the reflector.
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Push legs into assembly until pins seat in holes.



ZUBRI HEATER

Connect propane supply by turning hand-wheel 
clockwise until tight. Open the propane by 
turning the handle on top of the tank counter-
clockwise. 

This is the OFF position for the 
heater.

To light the heater, turn the knob one quarter turn counter-
clockwise to the ‘ignite’ position. Push in the knob and hold it 
down for 30 seconds prior to lighting. 

Hang the propane tank from the hook at bottom 
of the unit.
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ZUBRI HEATER

Simultaneously pass a lighter through the square box on the side of the burner and ignite. Continue to hold 
knob down while lighting, and for 30 seconds after heat is lit. This allows the propane to flow through the 
hose and to the burner.

 If the flame stays lit, proceed to the next step. If not, repeat the lighting procedure. If unit does not light 
after three attempts, return the control knob to the off position and wait five minutes for the propane to 
clear before attempting to re-light. 

Once the heater has run in the ignite position, turn the knob 
counter-clockwise to the HIGH heat position and release the 
knob.
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NOT FOR USE UNDER A TENT OR ENCLOSED AREA. IF YOU SMELL GAS, OR SUSPECT A GAS 
LEAK, SHUT OFF GAS SUPPLY TO APPLIANCE & EXTINGUISH OPEN FLAME IMMEDIATELY.

Whenever you attach a new cylinder or any time you suspect there may be a gas leak, turn off 
the gas supply at the cylinder immediately.  DO NOT use this equipment if you suspect or have 

detected a gas leak.

Minimum clearance above the heater is 16”. Minimum side clearance is 7’.
The emitter and reflector reach high surface temperatures during operation. Do not touch for 20 

minutes after shut off.

Never carry or pull the gas cylinder by the regulator hose.
Never leave the heater turned ON while unattended. Always turn heat control knob and gas valve 

OFF when not in use.

Never use or leave standing in wind, rain or exposed areas.
Keep the area around the heater clear of trip hazards.

Never attempt to repair the heater. This should only be performed by qualified service technicians.

ZUBRI HEATER

! !CAUTION

Wrap the skirt around the legs aligning the zipper with one of the posts. Zip up the skirt and you are done!

REMINDER: Remember to set aside the Zubri heater case and reflector bag to repackage after use.
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